
Display 6-inch E-Ink Carta-display with High-Resolution 
Diplay (300 ppi, 1448 × 1072 pixel) integrated 
reading light (activatable, infi nitely adjustable), 
16-level gray scale

Dimensions 113,49 × 164,2 × 9,3 mm 

Weight 184 g

Operation Infrared touchscreen

Battery Li-polymer battery, 1500 mAh

Battery capacity Up to 7 weeks' battery life

Connectivity WLAN (802.11 b/g/n), 
free use of over 500,000 Deutsche Telekom AG 
HotSpots across Germany

Processor 1.000 MHz Freescale i.MX6

RAM 512 MB 

Storage (internal) 4 GB (2 GB available for eBooks)

Cloud storage 
(tolino Cloud)

5 GB

Supported 
formats

Adobe DRM protected: ePUB, PDF; Unsecured: 
ePUB, PDF, TXT

Features Translation function, Dictionary function, 
Convenient library link for all tolino booksellers; 
Safely store, manage and easily synchronize 
your eBooks with mobile devices via the 
tolino Cloud (5 GB).

Warranty 24-month manufacturer's warranty

What's in the box tolino shine 2 HD eReader, USB 2.0 charging and 
connection cable (USB type A to micro B), 
user manual (ebook pre-installed on eReader), 
quick start guide. Accessories available separately.

Set font type and size individually in 
eBooks

Lock your screen with the practical 
numbers lock 

Set bookmarks in your eBooks with a 
simple fi nger tap

Highlight text and make notes directly 
in your eBook.

Sort your eBooks and create 
collections

Full-text search lets you easily fi nd 
keywords within your eBook 

Translate words and look up unfamiliar 
words in the integrated dictionary

Compatible with eBooks from public 
lending libraries (ePUB, PDF)

Integrated eBook shop with more than 
1.8 million eBooks

Excellent service — online, over the 
phone and in the tolino stores

Completely revised and with optimized 
features: the lightweight and compact 
tolino shine 2 HD, for everyone who enjoys 
the practical side of eReading.
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300 ppi E Ink Carta screen�—�
pin-sharp display even of small fonts

The successful tolino shine eReader is back for a second 
round with many exciting new features for readers in the 
tolino shine 2 HD: a pin-sharp 300 ppi E Ink Carta screen 
for paper-like display even of small fonts, a faster 
processor and a completely revised, more compact and 
user-friendly design. Thanks to its next-generation 
display, the tolino shine 2 HD off ers a sharper reading 
experience with excellent black-and-white contrast. Even 
in bright sunlight the E Ink Carta display is glare-free, 
delivering perfect reading pleasure. And when it gets dark: 
simply turn on the integrated reading light, set it to your 
preferred brightness, and ... keep reading.

Over 1.8 million eBooks

Finding new eBooks is child's play with the tolino shine 2 HD's 
integrated eBook shop — with over 1.8 million eBooks in 
the tolino eBook shops you can fully indulge your passion 
for reading. The tolino shine 2 HD off ers plenty of space 
for your new and older reading treasures — the tolino 
eReader has room for up to 2,000 eBooks (4 GB of storage, 
of which over 2 GB are available for your books) which you 
can read at any time.

Limitless freedom – buy eBooks wherever you want 

tolino believes in openness and lets you choose for yourself 
which booksellers you want to buy from. This customer-
friendly approach means you enjoy access to the full range 
of off erings from all available tolino eBook sellers. You can 
comfortably load existing ePUB and PDF eBooks onto your 
tolino shine 2 HD and read them there — tolino makes this 
especially straightforward with its tolino Cloud synchroni-
zation and the tolino library link. Digital reading – simple, 
practical and versatile with tolino.

Up to 7 weeks' battery life

The tolino shine 2 HD uses very little power and will reliably 
accompany you through the world of books for up to 
seven weeks on a single charge. Even on holiday you won't 
be needing a power outlet – and you'll never have to be 
without the practical reading functions of your tolino shine 
2 HD. 

tolino Cloud – safely store and synchronize

Want to access your eBooks easily and safely on the go, 
even if you don't have your tolino shine 2 HD to hand? 
No problem: thanks to the free tolino Cloud connection 
you can fl exibly enjoy your eBooks on other devices. 
The reading apps from the booksellers and the tolino web 
reader make reading on diff erent end devices especially 
straightforward. And because all your reading devices 
are synchronized, when you have your tolino shine 2 HD 
to hand again you can simply continue reading where 
you left off .

Download instantly via WLAN

Connect your tolino shine 2 HD to the Internet via WLAN 
and you're ready to shop! You can easily download hotly 
anticipated new releases, outstanding bestsellers or current 
eBook bargains to your tolino eReader and start reading — 
in seconds and around the clock. Thanks to the integrated 
eBook shop you'll never run out of reading material. 
Free use of over 500,000 Deutsche Telekom AG HotSpots 
across Germany gives you fast access to the Internet and 
new reading material even with your mobile device.
across Germany gives you fast access to the Internet and 

The compact eReader for everyone. 
Practical, with a new processor, display and design.

> New 300 ppi E Ink Carta display for pin-sharp typography 
> Integrated lighting so you can read in the dark
> Compact and practical design with touchscreen 
> Useful functions: font settings, dictionary, notes and more
> Up to 7 weeks' battery life


